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The Little Gate Farm Team would like to send our
warm wishes to our community, friends and
supporters. We hope that you are all keeping safe
and well during these unusual times. 
Even though we have closed our premises for the
time being, we are still there supporting our work
trainees, apprentices and young rangers through
several different channels.  Each and every one of
you is important to us and we are there to support
our community, just as we always have been. 
 
 
 
 
 
Its been an incredibly challenging time for all and I'm 
very proud to be part of such a flexible, creative and
passionate staff team.  Little Gate has been able to
carry on supporting our community using different
platforms for support and keeping that vital
connection with work trainees, young rangers,
parents and carers.  The charity has felt supported by
all through our social media and it is great to share
these good news stories that continue to inspire us
all. I'd like to personally thank you for the continued
support and look forward to sharing more good news
in the future.
 
            Andrea Randall-Smith CEO  
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A Heart Warming 'Hello' from

Little Gate

During lock down, our Farm Buildings
have been undergoing essential

maintenance work so that they are
ready when we welcome our Work
Trainees and Young Rangers back.

A Message from our CEO
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WORK TRAINEES

Our maintenance team Dan and David have been
working hard getting the farm ready for when we
welcome our work trainees and staff back.  Here Dan is
adding Autism friendly signage to our buildings.  David
and Dan have also been fixing the wooden path and
ramps near the log cabin, the heart of the work training
at Little Gate.  The roofs of the compost bays for the
horticulture project have also been repaired.  Thanks
Dan and David for looking after the farm until we can
all come back!

Farm Maintenance

Our amazing Healthy Eating project leader and job
coach, Sam has taken her cooking training online via a
dedicated Work Trainee group on Facebook.  In keeping
with the Easter theme, Sam kicked off this regular
Facebook feature by teaching our work trainees to make
Easter nests.  It was a great success, and our trainees
were pleased to get back into the (virtual) kitchen with
Sam.  Sam is back each week with cooking tutorials and
great recipes for nutritious snacks and dishes.  We can't
wait to see what's next.  

Zoom Fitness Sessions

Even though we are in isolation, all of us need to keep
fit, which in turn is great for our mental well-being. 
 Our work trainee Tony really enjoys keeping fit,  and
has been holding fitness sessions with the other
work trainees and our job coaches Cat and Millie.  It
is great to see the Little Gate community pulling
together to keep each other upbeat and fit.  Not only
is it important for our work trainees to keep in
contact with their job coaches, but it is essential for
them to keep in touch with their friends from the
farm too.

Little Gate now works with 54
employers across East Sussex.
If you are an employer and want
to work with us please phone:

01424423505
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Our wonderful Young Rangers Team have been
holding zoom sessions with our Young Rangers,
and making fun activity and craft videos.  The
team, headed up by Vicky and Jo, are there
supporting our Young Rangers and their
families in many new ways.  Vicky and Jo are still
continuing to come up with new and inventive
ways to engage our young people with learning
disabilities and Autism.  They are helping families
come up with new strategies to cope with the
changes in routine and uncertainty in these
challenging times.  Here is a picture of Vicky, our
Young Rangers leader, carrying out a Virtual
Easter Egg hunt which
was launched on our closed Young Rangers
Facebook page. Jo and Vicky have recently been
dropping off special 'Lock down boxes' to the
Young Rangers. These brilliant boxes contain
puzzles, arts and crafts and materials to make
home-made musical instruments! Thank you so
much Vicky and Jo for all of the dedication and
hard work that you’ve put in to all of the creative
activities for the children with learning disabilities
that you support.
 

 

YOUNG RANGERS

We would like to thank one of our corporate
supporters who donated one of their minibuses to
Little Gate, but would like to remain anonymous.  We
are over the moon with it!

Minibus Donation
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Connor was 19 when he joined Little Gate Farm in
September 2016 as a Work Trainee. He had recently left
full-time education with Glyne Gap Faculty, where they
supported him with his diagnosis of Autism and Severe
Learning Disability. Connor had previously attended Little
Gate’s Young Rangers Holiday Club and was therefore
familiar with the surroundings and staff members.
In the beginning, Connor was extremely wary of the
animals, and stood well back at feed times, but with the
patience and perseverance of the staff, over time his
confidence grew and within a year, he was independently
feeding the animals. When our naughty goats kept
escaping from their enclosure, he would be one of the
first on the scene, gently guiding them back to their pen,
until they were safe again. Connor continued to learn
work and social skills, such as crossing the road safely
and working in the vegetable garden and was working
well towards meeting the goals set by the staff team.
During this time, it was acknowledged, that Connor
required a higher level of support due to his Autism and
medical needs and that finding him paid work may take
some time. 
Early in 2019, Connor began displaying some challenging
behaviour and developed an unhealthy attachment to a
member of staff. The staff did their best to help him with
these difficulties, putting together social stories and
strategies to help him understand his feelings and how
to try and divert his frustrations. After several months,
Connor was not responding to these strategies, and was
becoming increasingly stressed at attending the farm, so
sadly it was a mutual decision between his family and
the staff that the farm wasn’t the right place for him to
be for the time being. The senior staff team at the farm
assured Connor’s family that they would continue to help
him through the Supported Employment team, although
at this point, the family did feel uncertain of Connor’s
employability. Just a few months later, an opportunity
arose for Connor to try out some work experience with a
local electrical company. It was a systematic job on their
assembly line, connecting parts together to make
switches. Connor’s family were supportive, but guarded
as they were unsure whether Connor would cope,
however Little Gate’s Supported Employment team
assigned him a Job Coach, and very gradually introduced
Connor to Focus SB. This began by driving past and
taking photos of the building, writing a social story, and
gradually introducing him to Jo and Val,  who he would
be working alongside. Nothing was rushed,
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Success Story - Connor

and Connor settled into his 8 weeks of work
experience, which he thoroughly enjoyed. He was
happy to see his Job Coach who he knew from the
farm, and he was happy to have a connection
once again with Little Gate. Once he had
completed his work experience, Focus SB kindly
presented him with a gift card, thanking him for
his valued contribution to the company, which
Connor delighted in spending on DVD’s……his
passion! His family were delighted with how well
Connor had adapted to a work setting and could
only hope that the company would consider
employing him on a permanent basis.  That dream
turned into a reality, when Focus SB offered him a
paid job on their assembly line, and Connor
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joined the company in January 2020. With the help of Jo, Val and his Job Coach Julie, Connor has learned
many new skills and enjoys spending his wages on, you’ve guessed it……DVD’s!  Connor and his family are
extremely grateful to Little Gate for believing in him, and encouraging him to reach his full potential and
exhibiting that they can support adults with a learning disability into paid employment, when they may not be
able to attend the farm for various reasons. They are also hugely thankful to Focus SB for enriching Connor’s
life and observing the ‘ability’ in disability.

During the outbreak of COVID-19 our work trainees need us
more than ever.  We are very
lucky to have such dedicated staff, who are ensuring that all
work trainees are receiving work packs at home so that
they can continue to prepare for moving into paid
employment in the near future. The staff have produced
timetables detailing various workshops and zoom
group  calls.   Not only do these virtual sessions mean that
there is no interruption in the valuable learning process for
our learning-disabled work trainees, but keeping in touch
ensures that our vulnerable work trainees do not become
isolated and anxious during this uncertain time.   Many of
the trainees are missing the farm, and are concerned about
the animals.   Our nurturing staff ensure that the special
work trainee Facebook page is updated daily with news and
videos about our animals and how well they are doing. 
Whilst the animals are enjoying the peace and quiet, they
are definitely missing our work
trainees.  They are frequently looking over their stable doors
and fences probably wondering when all their buddies will
be back.

Keeping Connected

BECOME A FRIEND OF LITTLE GATE

When you make a donation, no matter how big or
how small; you are directly impacting the lives of
adults and children with learning disabilities and
autism. Become a Friend of Little Gate and donate
a monthly amount, from as little as £5! By doing
this, you will get free entry to all LGF events, 10%
off our produce, entry into an annual prize draw for
Friends and an invitation to an exclusive event for
our monthly donators. Please see below for
website details where you can sign up!


